NOTICE

This is to bring to your kind information that the Ph.D. online open Viva-Voce Examination of Mr. MD. AKHTARUL HOQUE, Research Scholar, is going to be held on 09.7.2020 at 11:30 a.m. on Google Meet in the Department of Geography, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh.

As per ordinance of the Academic Council, all the members of the Advisory Committee, Faculty Members, Postdoctoral Fellows (PDFs) and Research Scholars are required to make their virtual presence during the proceeding of the Ph.D. Viva-Voce Examination. The video recording of the proceeding and virtual screen shots are to be submitted to the office of the Controller of Examinations.

It is therefore kindly requested to join the meet from the following link.

Link: Meeting URL: https://meet.google.com/xeo-afwf-kpu
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